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Abstract—3-D NAND flash is one of the most prospective
advances in flash memory industry. While 3-D flash improves
cell density and reduces lithography cost through die stacking, it
suffers from severe program disturbance, which leads to signif-
icant performance and lifetime degradation for 3-D flash-based
SSDs. To address the above challenge, we propose ApproxFTL,
an approximate-write aware flash translation layer design, that
uses approximate-write operations to store error-resilient data of
modern applications. By reducing the maximal threshold voltage
and tightening the guard bands between multilevel cell states,
approximate write operations not only finish early but also exhibit
large disturbance reduction, which can be exploited to allevi-
ate disturbance in physical blocks that save both precise and
approximate data. ApproxFTL maximizes the disturbance mit-
igation through approximate-write aware data placement, wear
leveling, and garbage collection enhancements. Our experimental
results show that ApproxFTL, while preserving high data qual-
ity, improves the read and write response time of flash accesses
by 41.38% and 45.64% on average, respectively, and extends the
lifetime of 3-D flash-based SSDs by 5.75% when comparing to
the state-of-the-art.

Index Terms—3-D flash memory, approximate storage,
reliability.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THREE-DIMENSIONAL (3-D) NAND flash is one of the
most prospective advances in flash memory industry [1].

By stacking flash cells in vertical direction, 3-D flash achieves
significant density improvement and lithography cost reduc-
tion. However, a 3-D flash page has more neighboring pages
than a planar page does. As such, programming a 3-D flash
page disturbs more pages in the same block1 while a pro-
grammed page is subject to more disturbing write operations,
i.e., when its neighboring pages are programmed. With fast
technology scaling, program disturbance is projected to be one
of the major challenges in 3-D flash [2].

Most schemes developed for mitigating program disturbance
in 3-D flash were proposed at the hardware level, e.g., those
that redesign the cell structures [3] and those that redesign the
ECC circuit [4]. At the system level, Wang et al. [5] proposed
to reorder writes sent to physical blocks to minimize interblock
disturbance. Chang et al. [6] proposed to reorder writes to
pages within one physical block. Chang et al. [7] proposed
to mitigate disturbance by redesigning the program operation
and sequence. Chang et al. [8] proposed to split a large 3-D
block to sub-blocks with lower disturbance.

In this paper, we propose ApproxFTL, an approximate-write
aware flash translation layer (FTL) to mitigate program distur-
bance in 3-D flash and address the performance and lifetime
degradation of 3-D flash-based SSDs. A recent work that is
close to our design is to trade data accuracy for improved solid
state memory access performance [9]. By exploiting the error
resilience in modern applications, Sampson et al. proposed to
reduce the number of write steps when writing error resilient
data. The technique was designed for phase change memory
(PCM) but can be adapted to multilevel cell (MLC) flash.
A major difference between their approach and ours is that
the former cannot mitigate program disturbance, which is the
main design goal of this paper. The following summarizes our
contributions.

1) We propose to realize approximate flash write, i.e., page
programming, by reducing the maximal threshold volt-
age and tightening the guard bands between MLC flash
states. The approximate-write not only speeds up flash
accesses to approximate data but also greatly reduces
the disturbance to neighboring pages.

1In this paper, we focus on VG 3-D flash cell architecture that has one
block spread across multiple layers. The design is applicable to other 3-D
cell architectures.
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2) We then propose ApproxFTL, an approximate-write
aware FTL design, to fully exploit the benefits
of approximate-write operations. It integrates three
enhancements in FTL.

a) We enhance the baseline data allocation to prior-
itize the checkerboard-style allocation of approxi-
mate and precise pages in physical blocks, which
effectively minimizes the disturbance on precise
pages in each block.

b) We enhance the baseline wear leveling to exploit
the lifetime benefit from reducing maximal thresh-
old voltage. By tracking the wearing effect based
on the data allocation pattern of different blocks,
we distribute approximate and precise writes pro-
portionally to each physical block.

c) We enhance the baseline garbage collection (GC)
such that, at the GC time, it moves valid approx-
imate and precise pages in two batches to appro-
priate physical blocks for maximized disturbance
reduction.

3) We evaluate the proposed schemes and compare them
to the state-of-the-art. Our experimental results show
that ApproxFTL, while preserving high data quality,
improves the read and write response time of flash
accesses by 41.38% and 45.64% on average, respec-
tively, and extends the lifetime of 3-D flash-based SSDs
by 5.75% when comparing to the state-of-the-art.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the background and related work. Section III dis-
cusses the approximate page programming that mitigates
program disturbance in 3-D flash. Section IV elaborates the
design details of ApproxFTL. Section V lists the experiment
settings and analyzes the results. We conclude this paper in
Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. 3-D NAND Flash Memory

3-D NAND flash is a type of flash that achieves density
improvement through die stacking. A single etching can punch
through multiple layers and connect the cells from these lay-
ers [1]. 3-D NAND flash memory can be classified into two
types based on the flowing direction of the string current:
1) vertical channel (VC) and 2) vertical gate (VG). In VC
3-D flash, e.g., BiCS [10] and V-NAND [11], the current flows
vertically while in VG 3-D flash, e.g., 3DVG [4], [12], the cur-
rent flows horizontally so that the gate signals are vertically
shared. Studies have shown that VG flash has better pitch scal-
ability due to its smaller minimal cell size and well-controlled
interface [6], [13]. In this paper, we elaborate our design using
VG 3-D flash while the proposed schemes are applicable to
VC 3-D flash.

Fig. 1 presents a block equivalent circuit schematic of two-
layer 3-D flash. A physical block in 3-D flash consists of N×L
pages, where L is the number of layers of the flash module
and N is the number of pages in each layer that belong to the
block. The pages from different layers are vertically stacked so
that their corresponding wordlines (WLs) are spliced together

Fig. 1. Circuit schematic of two-layer VG 3-D NAND flash.

along the Z direction. The layout within each layer is tradi-
tional, that is, a bitline (BL) has contacts with all WLs in one
layer for the given block while the bits from one page are laid
out along the WL direction.

1) Program Disturbance to Be Mitigated in This Paper:
As the number of layers is increasing in 3-D flash, the deterio-
rated program disturbance is an extremely critical design issue
in 3-D flash memory [6], [7]. That is, the threshold voltage
of a programmed flash page may be unintentionally shifted
when programming its neighboring pages, which is mainly
attributed to parasitic capacitances coupling effect between
adjacent ones [7]. In the example, when programming cells A
and D, we may disturb their neighboring cells, e.g., cells B and
C. Studies have shown that this type of disturbance becomes
much larger in 3-D flash than that in 2-D flash. Hsieh et al. [14]
showed that the disturbance along Y direction is about 1.33
times of that along Z direction in the same chip [14]. In this
paper, we focus on mitigating capacitive coupling effect-based
program disturbance, which is the same as most of existing
3-D disturbance mitigation designs [6], [15], [16].

By adapting the threshold voltage shift models in planar
flash [17], [18], the threshold voltage shift on the cell being
disturbed in 3-D flash memory, due to the capacitive cou-
pling effect-based program disturbance, can be modeled as
following.

Given a cell s at (i, j, k) where i is cell offset within one
flash page (along BL-to-BL, or X direction), j is the page
index on one layer (along WL-to-WL, or Y direction), k is the
layer index (along layer-to-layer, or Z direction). We have 0 ≤
i < PSIZE, 0 ≤ j < N; 1 ≤ k ≤ L, and PSIZE, N, and L are the
total number of cells in one page, the number of pages in one
layer, and the number of layers, respectively. For discussion
clarity, we skip the cells in the top/bottom layers and at the
outer lines of each block. They have fewer neighboring cells
and are also handled in the experiments

�V(s) =
∑

∀t

C(s)(t) �V(t)

Ctotal

s = (i, j, k)

t ∈ {(i, j − 1, k), (i, j + 1, k)

(i, j, k − 1), (i, j, k + 1)} (1)

where Ctotal is the total capacitance of the victim cell; C(s)(t)

is the coupling capacitance between the victim cell s and the
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its neighboring cell t. For example, cell (i, j, k + 1) is the one
on top of the victim cell. The four neighboring cells along
Y and Z directions have non-negligible disturbance while the
disturbance effects along WL direction and diagonal directions
are often small and neglected [14]. �V(t) indicates the thresh-
old voltage change before and after programming cell t. Cell s
and t are referred to victim (or disturbed) and disturbing cell,
respectively, in the rest of this paper.

A victim cell s gets disturbed if any of its neighboring cells
t along Y and Z directions is programmed after programming
s, according to (1). For a typical sequential programmed order
that programs cells layer-by-layer and then WL-by-WL within
each layer, a cell may be disturbed up to two times. For a
random programming order, a cell may be disturbed up to four
times. The disturbance effects accumulate and lead to errors
if �V(t) becomes too larger.

Given that capacitance between cells depends on their dis-
tance, this type of program disturbance is projected to increase
dramatically with technology scaling. The disturbance was
obviously observed for planar flash at 1×-nm technology node
and below, which has become one of the major scaling chal-
lenges [19]. For 3-D flash chips that currently adopt larger
technology node (> 40 nm), the disturbance begins to mani-
fest as being significant [6], [7]. While cell optimizations help
to mitigate its severity temporarily [11], [20], with 3-D inte-
gration fast approaching its stacking limits, future 3-D flash
chips have to scale to smaller technology node, which face
severe disturbance, similar as that in 2-D flash.

2) Other Disturbance Sources: There exist two more types
of disturbance. One is the channel coupling-based program
disturbance. For example, when programming cells A and D
in Fig. 1, other cells on the same WL, e.g., cell E, referred
to as inhibited cells, may be disturbed. Vprog and Vcc are
applied to the WL and BL of each inhibited cell, respectively.
The inhibited channel is boosted during programming to avoid
unintentional threshold voltage shift. Unfortunately, one WL
is physically spliced together across multiple layers along Z
direction, thus 3-D stacking leads to more disturbance errors
on inhibited cells [2].

The other disturbance comes from flash read operations.
For the unselected cells in the same block during read, their
WLs and BLs are applied Vpass and GND. While one read
contributes little disturbance, a 3-D flash block contains much
more pages than its 2-D counterpart such that there is large
accumulated disturbance for long lived hot pages.

The significance of these two types of disturbance may
amplify with technology scaling. We leave the design of
effective schemes on mitigating them in our future work.

B. Approximate Computing

Approximate computing is an emerging computing
paradigm that exploits the inherent error resilience in many
modern applications, such as audio, video, and image process-
ing applications [21]. For example, it is often not noticeable
to have a small number of errors in rendering video streams;
and having a small number of bad pixels in high resolution
images usually does not affect image classification. In order to

ensure the overall quality of service for these applications, data
is often divided into critical data and noncritical data, with
the help from either the programmer [21] or a compiler [22].
While errors may appear in noncritical data, the critical data
are kept precise.

Most of approximate computing proposals exploit error-
resilience in cache and main memories and/or within
approximation-aware microarchitecture. Liu et al. [21]
proposed to reduce the refresh frequency of DRAM banks that
save noncritical data, which not only saves refresh energy but
also improves performance. Esmaeilzadeh et al. [23] devel-
oped approximation-aware hardware to efficiently support
approximate programming model.

Extending approximate computing to solid state mem-
ories enables the construction of approximate storage.
Sampson et al. [9] proposed to use fewer steps when pro-
gramming MLC PCM, which can be extended to MLC
flash to improve the performance of writing noncritical
data. Guo et al. [24] observed that the bits of encoded
image have nonuniform error resilience and proposed to store
them in separate regions with different precision guarantee.
Jevdjic et al. [25] computed bit-level reliability requirements
for encoded videos, and showed that reliability can be traded
for density improvement in video storage.

A main difference between approximation storage schemes
and ApproxFTL is that the former achieves performance and
energy saving benefits by speeding up the processing of
approximation data. ApproxFTL further targets at reducing
program disturbance in physical blocks so that it benefits the
processing of both precise and approximate data.

A critical problem in approximate computing is to evaluate
the quality of the approximate output. Early designs adopted
static evaluation and sampling schemes. The recent advances
proposed online evaluation. For example, Khudia et al. [26]
proposed to dynamically monitor output quality and adjust
computation accuracy accordingly. This is orthogonal to our
design. Currently, ApproxFTL adopts pessimistic static evalu-
ation, which can be improved by online error monitoring for
better performance.

C. Flash Translation Layer

The FTL is a critical component in NAND flash-based
SSDs. It has been extensively studied for improved system
performance and extended lifetime of SSDs. Most FTL
designs [27], [28] partition hot and cold data, which helps
to minimize write amplification. By integrating data compres-
sion [29] and de-duplication [30], the SSD lifetime may be
prolonged with reduced flash writes. Optimizing GC policies
in FTL [31] helps to improve the average response time for
flash systems.

ApproxFTL differs from these FTL designs in that it lever-
ages approximate write to mitigate program disturbance in 3-D
flash and improve the performance.

III. APPROXIMATE WRITE ON 3-D FLASH

Approximate computing is an emerging computing
paradigm that requires the coordination across software and
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(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 2. ISPP schemes for (a) baseline (i.e., precise page programming); (b) approximate programming with large �Vpp; and (c) approximate programming
with reduced threshold voltage Vmax_th.

hardware layers. In particular, previous approximate comput-
ing approaches differentiate precise data and approximate data,
which may be annotated either by the programmers or using
an approximate computing aware compiler, e.g., Enerj [9].
ApproxFTL makes the similar assumption in implementing
the flash memory-based approximate storage—the annotation
is passed together with each write request to the host interface
logic of the SSD.

A. ISPP-Based Flash Programming

Flash programming widely adopts the incremental step
pulse programming (ISPP) strategy. A typical ISPP scheme
consists of multiple steps with each step applying an increas-
ingly biased programming voltage to raise the voltage of the
cells being programmed. The programming voltage increment
at each step, referred to as �Vpp, is often a constant. After
each step, a verify operation is carried out to check if the cell
voltage is above the target voltage level (target Vth) and deter-
mine if the programming process can be terminated. Fig. 2(a)
illustrates the four target reference voltages of 2-bit MLC cells.
The shaded range indicates the voltage window for each state
while the white gap between two states indicates the guard
band.

Studies have revealed that flash reliability and access
performance depend on the adopted ISPP scheme. Given that
cell voltage may fluctuate after programming due to distur-
bance and charge leakage, the voltages of a small number
of flash cells may deviate into the ranges of their neighbor-
ing states, resulting in raw bit errors (RBEs) that demand
ECC code to fix before returning the data to the user. On
one hand, the more bit errors a flash page contains, the
longer error correction process it takes during read, and the
lower the read performance is. On the other hand, choosing
a smaller �Vpp helps to achieve narrower voltage range for
each state and wider guard bands, i.e., the data are more
reliable. Due to larger guard bands, the same voltage shift
leads to fewer errors so that the read is faster. However,
it takes more steps and longer latency to finish the write
operation.

B. Approximate Write for 3-D Flash

Based on the interdependency between flash reliability and
access performance, a simple implementation of approximate
write is to use larger �Vpp than that in the baseline, which
reduces the number of write steps and improves the write
performance [9].2

As shown in Fig. 2(b), adopting a larger �Vpp shrinks
the guard bands between MLC states, which leads to a sig-
nificant increase of RBE rates (RBERs). Our experiments
show that the RBER changes from 10−8 when using con-
ventional precise programming to 7.2 ×10−4 when using
a large �Vpp, which is based on the split-page 3-D VG
NAND Flash chip [14] to carry out these Monte Carlo sim-
ulations (see Section III-C for more details). Given that such
high RBER is beyond the correction capacity of an ECC
code with reasonable space overhead, the ECC correction
phase for a read operation may be skipped [32]. The qual-
ity of the output is ensured either by static analysis [22] or
online error monitoring [26]. In summary, approximate write
improves both read and write performance by trading the data
accuracy.

In the following discussion, we use precise/approximate
write to denote the ISPP that does-not/does relax data reliabil-
ity, respectively. That is, we expect 10−8/7.2 × 10−4 RBER,
respectively. We use precise/approximate page to denote the
data left in the physical page after precise/approximate write,
respectively.

The simple approximate write, while improving the access
performance to approximate data, has limited impact on
accessing precise data. More importantly, it lacks the ability to
mitigate the challenging program disturbance problem in 3-D
flash.

In this paper, we adopt an alternative approximate program-
ming, which reduces the maximal threshold voltage Vmax_th,
and accordingly the reduced target voltage level Vth_small
and the guard bands, keeping the same �Vpp as in the base-
line, as shown in Fig. 2(c). Comparing to the scheme using

2Sampson et al. [9] proposed to reduce the number of write steps for PCM,
here we adapt it to 3-D flash for comparison.
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large �Vpp, our Vmax_th-reduction-based approach has the
following advantages.

1) Reducing Vmax_th helps to reduce program disturbance
in physical blocks. According to (1), the program dis-
turbance depends on the cell voltage change before
and after programming. Reducing Vmax_th reduces the
gratitude of the voltage change, indicating mitigated dis-
turbance on the victim cells. This paper shows that we
may reduce Vmax_th by up to 38% while maintaining
comparable RBER on approximate data as that using
larger �Vpp, i.e., the RBER increases from 10−8 when
using conventional precise programming to 7.2 × 10−4

in our approximate programming (see Section III-C for
more details). Programming an approximate page with
reduced Vmax_th reduces its disturbance to neighboring
cells proportionally, i.e., by up to 38% reduction.

2) Reducing Vmax_th helps to improve the write
performance when writing either precise or approximate
pages. Approximate write becomes faster because we
reduce the guard bands so that it takes fewer steps to
finish the ISPP programming. Whether we can speed
up a precise write operation depends on how we are to
program its neighboring pages. Let us assume pages
are sequentially programmed in the physical block, and
we use (*, j, k) to denote a flash page in layer k with
page index j.

a) In the case if we may potentially write precise
pages to (*, j+1, k) and (*, j, k+1), we have to
be conservative in programming page (*, j, k),
that is, it has the same performance as that in the
baseline.

b) In another case, we may have decided only to allo-
cate approximate pages to (*, j+1, k) and (*, j,
k+1). Given that programming (*, j+1, k) and (*, j,
k+1) exhibits 38% less disturbance on (*, j, k), we
may slightly relax the reliability in writing precise
page (*, j, k). We observe around 24% performance
improvement.

c) In yet another case, we may decide to write those
neighboring pages first and write (*, j, k) the last.
For page (*, j, k), there is no future disturbing
operation, while in traditional sequentially program
case both (*, j+1, k) and (*, j, k+1) exhibit distur-
bance on page (*, j, k). We may more aggressively
relax the reliability in writing precise page (*, j, k)
than that of case b). We may achieve maximized
write relaxation, which is about 33% faster than
the baseline. Given that the performance improve-
ment of precise write depends on how the pages are
allocated in the physical block, we are motivated
to develop approximate-write aware data alloca-
tion. We will elaborate it in details in the next
section.

3) Reducing Vmax_th helps to achieve less stress for the
cells from an approximate page. Studies have shown
that the wearing effect of flash memory depends on
the erase voltage at erase time [33], [34]. When
there is a reduction of Vmax_th, we can reduce erase

voltage proportionally such that the P/E cycle can be
improved.

Reducing the maximal threshold voltage method has
also attracted research attention by other previous works,
which are used for traditional precise storage with improved
performance/lifetime [34], [35]. But they need to lower the
Vmax_th voltage conservatively, where data are accommo-
dated by the flash error correction capability. We would like
to reduce the Vmax_th voltage more aggressively in approx-
imate write scenario, where its RBER may exceed the error
correction capability. Moreover, using approximate-write oper-
ations to store error-resilient data of modern applications, we
propose ApproxFTL, an approximate-write aware FTL design
to explore above advantages with different page allocation
patterns. We will elaborate it in details in Section IV.

A drawback of reducing Vmax_th is that it reduces the reten-
tion reliability. In our design, only approximate pages may
be affected, i.e., suffer from an increment of retention errors.
Given approximate pages save noncritical data, our experimen-
tal study shows its impact is negligible. For precise pages, we
use the same Vmax_th as the baseline to avoid the retention
issue for critical data.

It should be noted that approximate computing blurs the
boundary for excluding traditionally defective writes. The
RBERs of writing precise and approximate computing are
10−8 and 7.2×10−4, respectively, exhibiting more than 1000×
difference. The RBER of the approximately written cells,
when considering the process variations and suffering from the
worst-case write disturbance and retention charge loss would
go beyond LDPC correction capability, which fails application
execution under the traditional computing paradigm. However,
the errors can generate acceptable application outputs under
the approximate computing paradigm.

C. Modeling Details

In this section, we present the details of reliability model
under different maximal threshold voltages. The following for-
mulas are extended from [36], but different from [36], the 3-D
flash reliability model exploits program disturbance coming
from Z direction.

At first, threshold voltage distribution of erase Pe(x) and
programmed states P(k)

p (x) can be expressed as

Pe(x) = 1

σ
√

2π
e
− (x−μ)2

2σ2 (2)

P(k)
p (x) =

{
1

�Vpp
, if V(k)

p ≤ x ≤ V(k)
p + �Vpp

0, other.
(3)

Program disturbance increases the threshold voltage of the
victim cell systematically, where its threshold voltage shift is
modeled in (1). Its threshold voltage distribution follows:

Ppd(x) =
⎧
⎨

⎩
α

σd
√

2π
e
− (x−μd)2

2σ2
d , if |x − μd| ≤ w

0, other
(4)

where the BL-to-BL and diagonal coupling ratio are often
small and neglected, as explained before, and WL-to-WL and
layer-to-layer coupling ratio is γy and γz, respectively.
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The probability density function of threshold voltage with
P/E-induced fluctuation, and retention time-induced fluctuation
can be expressed as

Ppe(x) = 1

2λ
e− |x|

λ (5)

Prt(x) = N
(
μr, σ

2
r

)
. (6)

Then the final threshold voltage distribution of the kth
programmed state is obtained as

P(k)(x) = P(k)
p (x) ⊗ Ppd(x) ⊗ Ppe(x) ⊗ Prt(x). (7)

Therefore, RBER model can be computed as

RBER =
q∑

k=0

(∫ V(k)
p

−∞
p(k)(x)dx +

∫ +∞

V(k+1)
p

p(k)(x)dx

)
. (8)

UBER is typically required to be under 10−15 [39], and the
relationship between UBER and RBER is

UBER =
∑Ncw

n=t+1

(n
k

) · RBERn · (1 − RBER)(Ncw−n)

NUser
. (9)

The variables and notations in the reliably model are lever-
aged from [36] and [37]. According to the JEDEC standard
JESD47I.01 [38], floating gate/charge trap flash memory needs
1000 h retention time in high-temperature retention bake, and
the 10K maximal P/E cycling for MLC flash memory. On
the basis of 3-D VG NAND flash memory [14], the program
disturbance contributes 0.2 and 0.15 shift through Y and Z
direction, respectively, whereas we set �Vpp and Vmax_th as
0.2, and 8, in the conventional ISPP scheme [Fig. 2(a)]. And in
case of programming with reduced threshold voltage Vmax_th
[Fig. 2(c)], we aggressively set �Vpp and Vmax_th as 0.2, and
5, respectively.

IV. APPROXFTL DESIGN

In this section, we present an overview of ApproxFTL and
elaborate the three enhancements that we integrate at the FTL
level.

A. Overview

ApproxFTL is an approximate-write aware FTL that
exploits Vmax_th-reduction-based approximate page program-
ming for maximized disturbance reduction and performance
improvement in 3-D-flash-based SSDs.

An overview of ApproxFTL is shown in Fig. 3. At the high
level, an error-resilient application has its data partitioned into
critical region and noncritical region, with the assistance from
either manual tagging or compilation analysis [22]. The file
system is enhanced to pass the approximate tag to the FTL
in the SSD. That is, an I/O request sent to flash FTL is a
quadruple
(LPN, Size, Read/Write, ApproxFlag)

where LPN is the starting logical page number of the data
block, Size is the length of the data block, ApproxFlag
denotes if the user data can be written using approximate write.
FTL then strips the data block to multiple chips for achieving
chip-level parallelism.

Fig. 3. Overview of ApproxFTL.

At the low level, an approximate-write controller is inte-
grated inside the flash module. It receives the requests together
with approximate tag from the enhanced FTL, and con-
ducts the corresponding approximate and precise writes with
enhanced ISPP programming.

At the middle level, we enhance the baseline FTL to exploit
the disturbance mitigation inside each physical block. We first
enhance the baseline page allocator, the component in FTL for
assigning physical page number (PPN) to each incoming page
write with its LPN. We develop a pattern-guided page alloca-
tor that determines the allocation pattern before allocation. By
taking advantage of the pattern information, ApproxFTL effec-
tively minimizes disturbance and speeds up both approximate
and precise page writes.

We then enhance the baseline wear leveling algorithm
with approximate-write awareness. Since page wearing effect
depends on its maximal threshold voltage, we differentiate
approximate and precise, track wearing effect based on block
usage, and strive to proportionally distribute both types of
write requests to each page.

We also enhance the baseline GC to mitigate program
disturbance. At the GC time, ApproxFTL moves valid approx-
imate and precise pages in two batches to active blocks for
maximized disturbance reduction. In addition, we promote
approximate pages to precise ones to prevent introducing
unbounded precision errors.

Next, we elaborate the three major enhancements in
ApproxFTL.

B. Pattern-Guided Page Allocation

In Section III, we have presented that the programming
of precise pages can be speeded up. This is enabled when
their neighboring locations are programmed with approximate
pages. This motivates our pattern guided allocation strategy—
when fetching a clean block for LPN-to-PPN mapping, we
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predetermine its page allocation pattern, i.e., how approximate
and precise pages are laid out in the block, and then strictly
follow the pattern in the future mapping.

1) Page Allocation Pattern: In this paper, we adopt the fol-
lowing three page allocation patterns while more patterns will
be exploited for further optimization.

a) Checkerboard pattern: When there are about the same
number of precise and approximate page writes, we allocate
them interleavingly in both Y and Z directions, similar to a
checkerboard, e.g., block 0 in Fig. 3. We next discuss the
disturbance reduction in the block by considering two different
write orders.

The first write order is sequential interleaving—starting
from the first page, we take approximate and precise writes
alternatively and map them to physical locations in sequential
order. By adopting this order, a precise page, e.g., page s that
was just programmed, may be disturbed at most by two future
approximate writes, one in Y direction and one in Z direction.
In this case, the precise write can be speeded up, as discussed
in Section III. For an approximate page, it may be disturbed
by up to two precise writes, which is the same as the baseline.
The disturbance on approximate pages has little influence.

The second write order is two-phase interleaving—we first
write all approximate pages and then write the precise pages to
the block. During the phase of writing approximate pages, we
skip locations that are allocated to precise pages. As a result,
by the time when we write a precise page, all its neighboring
pages (approximate pages) have been programmed. Since there
is no future program disturbance to the precise page, we can
speed up precise write by a larger amount comparing to that
using sequential interleaving write order.

b) All precise pattern: If there are significantly more
precise page writes than approximate ones, or precise page
writes arrive in a burst, we need to fetch physical blocks for
precise writes only. We program pages in the block in sequen-
tial order such that each programmed page may be disturbed
by two precise writes (at later times). This is the same as the
baseline.

For this pattern, we take the sequential order by pessimisti-
cally assuming all previously programmed pages are alive
when we program the last page of the block. Other writ-
ing orders [6] may achieve better disturbance mitigation and
performance improvement.

c) All approximate pattern: If there are significantly
more approximate page writes, we allocate physical blocks
and map only approximate writes to them. Similar as above,
we choose the sequential order when writing pages to the
block.

2) LPN-to-PPN Mapping: We next elaborate the enhance-
ment for the mapping from an incoming write (with LPN)
to a PPN. Setting up the mapping is often simple in exist-
ing FTLs: the FTL keeps one active physical block, maps
incoming writes (with different LPNs) to consecutive PPNs
in the block, and fetches a new block after depleting the cur-
rent one. With the recent advance in flash industry, e.g., the
multistream technology in Samsung 840 Pro SSD [39], [40],
the FTL maintains more than one active blocks such that a
write can be mapped to a better choice.

Since our pattern-guided page allocation restricts the capa-
bility of mapping an incoming write to an active block, we
propose to maintain at most five active blocks with different
allocation patterns such that an incoming write can always be
directed to the best block. The small number of active blocks
has little impact on performance as shown in [39].

As shown in Fig. 4, we keep the following active blocks. A
block is always tagged as being clean after erase, i.e., Bclean.

1) The Bactive
chb block. This block is to take the checker-

board page allocation pattern, and the sequential
interleaving write order. That is, it services approximate
and precise writes alternatively. For example, if the last
LPN page mapped to the block is an approximate write,
the FTL has to map a precise LPN page before map-
ping another approximate page. After programming the
last page of Bactive

chb , the FTL converts it to Bused
chb and

allocates a clean block to Bactive
chb .

2) The Bactive
precise block. This block is to take the all precise

pattern and sequential write order. This is the same as the
baseline approach. The Bactive

precise block is converted to
Bused
precise after its last write, and then the FTL allocates

a clean block to Bactive
precise.

3) The Bactive
approxPhase1 block. This block is to take the

checkerboard pattern and two-phase interleaving write
order. The block is currently in the first phase, i.e., ser-
vicing approximate writes. Precise writes cannot be sent
to this block.

4) The Bactive
approxPhase2 and/or Bactive

allApprox block. When
Bactive
approxPhase1 finishes the first phase, the FTL con-

verts it to either Bactive
approxPhase2 or Bactive

allApprox. The
former indicates that the block is now servicing precise
writes while the latter indicates that the block continues
to service approximate writes. After the above conver-
sion, the FTL moves a clean block to Bactive

approxPhase1.
Similar as above, the Bactive

allApprox block is tagged as
used after its last write. Note that Bactive

approxPhase2 will
be tagged as Bused

chb after its last write, because it takes
the checkerboard pattern as well.

At any given time, we have up to five active blocks—
we always have one of the first three types and may be
missing one or both of the last two active blocks types.
Fig. 4 summarizes the life cycle of a physical block in
ApproxFTL.

3) Choosing the Best Block: Given an approximate or
precise write may be serviced by more than one blocks,
Algorithm 1 elaborates the details on how to choose the best
one. For the writes from the file systems, we first check if
it is the precision type that Bactive

chb wants and gets ser-
viced if it is a match. Otherwise, we direct approximate
writes to Bactive

approxPhase1 and Bactive
allApprox, and precise writes

to Bactive
approxPhase2 and Bactive

precise.
When we have all five active blocks, we pause map-

ping approximate writes to Bactive
approxPhase1 until one of

Bactive
approxPhase2 or Bactive

allApprox depletes.
When we miss Bactive

approxPhase2 and have all other active
blocks, we prioritize the mapping of approximate pages
to Bactive

approxPhase1 (rather than Bactive
allApprox). The goal is
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Fig. 4. Life cycle of flash memory blocks.

Algorithm 1: Active Block Selection
Input: Write requests.
Output: Bcurrent, the selected active block.

1 repeat
2 if request.ApproxFlag==Bactivechb .want then
3 Bcurrent=Bactive

chb ;
4 else if request.ApproxFlag==precise then
5 if BactiveapproxPhase2 exist then
6 Bcurrent=Bactive

approxPhase2 ;
7 else
8 Bcurrent=Bactive

precise ;
9 end

10 else
11 if BactiveapproxPhase2 no exist then
12 Bcurrent=Bactive

approxPhase1 ;
13 else
14 Bcurrent=Bactive

allApprox ;
15 end
16 end
17 until no write request;

to proceed to the end of the first phase early such that
Bactive
approxPhase1 can be converted to Bactive

approxPhase2 to service
precise writes.

When we only have the first three block types.
Bactive
approxPhase1 is by default converted to Bactive

approxPhase2
when it reaches the end of the first phase.

4) Separating Hot and Cold Data: The benefits of separat-
ing hot and cold data have been evaluated in several previous
studies [41]–[50]. In this paper, this separation strategy is also
implemented to improve the GC performance, and we catego-
rize the hot/cold requests according to their read or write data
sizes, i.e., small-sized approximate/precise requests are treated
as hot ones. The size-based strategy was widely adopted to
classify hot and cold data in recent studies [41]–[44]. Many
such small-sized requests process metadata and thus are crit-
ical to system performance. While recent designs confirmed
the effectiveness of this metric, data hotness can be defined
differently [45]–[50]. The proposed designs in this paper are
independent of the hotness definition and can be adapted to
use other hotness metrics. All of the flash blocks are sepa-
rated into two allocation pools, one hot pool for hot data and

another cold pool for cold data. The hot data will be navigated
to blocks in the hot pool, and vice versa.

C. Wearing Leveling

In recent studies, Jeong et al. [33] and Shi et al. [34]
revealed that reducing the maximal threshold voltage Vmax_th
enables the adoption of a lower erase voltage, which reduces
the effective wearing. For example, in [34], when reducing
Vmax_th from 4.25 to 3.40 V, erasing the block 100 times
with lower voltage corresponds to 80 erases with the default
voltage, i.e., the effective wearing is 0.8.

In this paper, we extend effective wearing to take advantage
of the wearing benefits from approximate writes. In particular,
for the blocks that only save approximate data, all pages share
the same reduced Vmax_th so that a lower erase voltage can
be employed, which exhibits proportional effective wearing
reduction, i.e., 0.62 of the baseline. For other blocks, we use
the default erase voltage as at least some pages in these blocks
have no Vmax_th reduction.

ApproxFTL tracks the effective wearing of all physical
blocks. Given a block bi, ApproxFTL updates its effective
wearing Wbi at erase time using (2). We only exploit the
blocks that save approximate data in this paper

Wbi+ =
{

0.62 : if bi is a BusedallApprox block

1.00 : otherwise
(10)

while W helps to track the effective wearing at the block
level, cells within a physical block have different wearing
effects if the block adopt checkerboard page allocation pat-
tern. Instead of developing expensive schemes to track at cell
level, ApproxFTL takes a simple strategy that flips the type of
page that can be allocated to its first physical page. That is,
the first physical page, if it is mapped to service an approxi-
mate write this time, would service a precise write next time.
The flag is checked, used and flipped only when the block
is assigned to use checkerboard pattern. Using the block with
other patterns leads to uniform stress of all cells.

At runtime, ApproxFTL tracks the effective wearing W of
all physical blocks based on their programming pattern, and
ideally returns the clean block with the smallest W if a new
clean block is requested. We found it is often not necessary
to track the smallest W, in the experiments, we identify the
smallest W periodically and, when a clean block is requested,
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conduct a greedy search and return the first block whose W is
not two times bigger. Our results show that this simple heuris-
tic performs equally well while greatly reducing the sorting
overhead.

D. Garbage Collection and Refresh

ApproxFTL converts active blocks to three types of used
blocks after programming their last pages (Fig. 4). When
there is a need to invoke GC, a traditional collector would
reclaim the block with the smallest number of valid pages,
regardless of their page types, i.e., if these pages are approx-
imate or precise pages. Such a garbage collector often leads
to suboptimal results.

We enhance the baseline GC as follows.
1) Victim Block Selection Policy: At the time to identify

a victim block, we not only consider the total num-
ber of valid pages but also their approximate type. For
blocks with the same number of valid pages, we priori-
tize the selection of blocks that have fewer valid precise
pages. This is because, when moving the same num-
ber of valid pages, the smaller the number of precise
pages is, the smaller the overall disturbance the move
introduces to the system. In particular, if there is no
active block Bactive

approxPhase2, we demote the selection of
Bused
precise blocks as the latter contains all precise blocks.

Moving valid pages from the block would copy them to
Bactive
precise, which has large overall disturbance.

2) Valid Page Copying Policy: When copying valid pages
from the victim block, we first move all valid approxi-
mate pages and then the precise pages. Copying approx-
imate pages in batch helps to create Bactive

approxPhase2 if it
does not exist. Valid precise pages can then be copied
to this block rather than Bactive

precise, which introduces
minimized program disturbance.

3) Approximate Page Upgrade Policy: Since writing
approximate pages tends to introduce uncorrectable
errors in the page, copying these pages to new locations,
if keeping using approximate write, may accumulate sig-
nificant large amount of errors that fail the application.
For this reason, we attach a flag to each block to record
the largest number of approximate writes to any given
page. We promote all approximate pages of the victim
block to precise page if this flag reaches the thresh-
old. For example, we set the flag of a block B1 to 1
if the approximate pages of this block are written with
data from the file system. Garbage collecting this block
copies its approximate pages to a new block B2, we set
the B2’s flag to 2 if it is not bigger. Assuming our promo-
tion threshold is 2, garbage collecting B2 at a later time
shall promote all approximate pages to precise ones,
which helps to prevent introducing unbounded errors to
the approximate pages.

An approximate page accumulates retention errors after
being programmed. To prevent an approximate page from suf-
fering too many errors that fail the application, we refresh
each approximate page in six months. ApproxFTL provides
the worst-case reliability guarantees under both programming

errors and retention errors. Given that we cannot distinguish
the error types, retention errors cannot be corrected at refresh
time. We therefore upgrade approximate pages to precise pages
when refreshing such pages.

E. Overhead Analysis

AproxFTL, while mitigating program disturbance and pro-
longing chip lifetime, introduces three types of overheads:
1) hardware overhead; 2) storage overhead; and 3) firmware
overhead. For the hardware overhead, we need the hardware
support to enable approximate write. Similar approaches have
been adopted in [9] with reasonable overhead.

For the storage overhead, we need three flags as follows.
1) A 2-bit flag to indicate the page allocation pattern.
2) A 1-bit flag to indicate the type of the first page when

the last time the block was used as Bused
approxPhase2 or

Bactive
chb . This flag is to assist intrablock wear leveling.

Note, these three bits help to identify the block type of
the to-be-programmed block. We choose reduced erase
voltage to erase a block if all its pages are programmed
as approximate pages, and choose normal erase voltage
otherwise.

3) A 3-bit flag to indicate the maximal time that an
approximate page in the block has been written using
approximate write. This flag is to assist approximate
page promotion. The seven bits are stored at the out-
of-band region of the first page for each block, which
has negligible overhead for modern flash chips.

For the firmware overhead, we demand five active blocks, i.e.,
the integration of multistreamed technology if it is not embed-
ded already. Kang et al. [39] showed that the overhead is
negligible.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we present the experimental methodology,
evaluate the effectiveness of ApproxFTL, and analyze the
experimental results with comparison to the state-of-the-art.

A. Experiment Setup

To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed ApproxFTL,
we implemented it in an event-driven SSD simulator. We sim-
ulated a 128 GB eight-layer 3-D NAND flash-based SSD [14],
where the pages from one block are spread across all eight lay-
ers, each layer has 64 pages from the block, and each page is
of 8 KB. The GC is triggered when the number of free blocks
goes below 10% of the total number of blocks. The GC oper-
ations are executed in the background in order to minimize
the influence on the foreground requests. The key NAND flash
parameters used in our simulation are listed in Table I.

In the baseline, the FTL adopts sequential write order and
program all pages using precise writes. A programmed page,
even after two disturb operations from its neighboring pages
in Y and Z directions, respectively, has 10−8 or better RBER.
The latency for read, program, and erase operation is 45 us,
700 us, and 3.5 ms, respectively.
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TABLE I
KEY PARAMETERS OF NAND FLASH MEMORY

1) Workloads: We used two types of workloads in the eval-
uation. First, the raw error-tolerance I/O traces is collected.
In addition, we plugged in errors to random locations of the
approximate data and evaluated the quality degradation of the
output.

When running four scientific and numerical computing
applications on a Centos-7 Linux box—fft, smm, lu, and sor,
we adapt the annotated type system, EnerJ [9], to distinguish
between approximate and precise data types, and at the same
time we use the blktrace tool to capture the block level I/O
traces. With type annotations, we can calculate the proportion
of approximate noncritical data. Then approximate data types
can be distinguished from the collected I/O traces. When appli-
cation names are not these scientific computing applications in
the I/O traces, e.g., swapper, its requests are regarded as tra-
ditional precise data. Data requests with the same application
names are isolated the precise portion from the approximate
portion in the equal proportion for simplicity. We also col-
lected the I/O traces for one video and one image processing
application treated as the same way—img and vid.

2) Output Quality Metrics: To evaluate the quality of the
output, we adopted application-specific metrics, the same as
these in previous works [9]. Since previous six I/O traces do
not have the detailed data content for each request, public
data sets are used for output quality evaluation. In particular,
dt uses a decision tree to predict the context in the data set
“sensorlog.” Svm, which is a supervised learning model based
on a support vector machine, and ann which is another trained
classifier based on a feed-forward neural network, analyze the
“pendigits” data set. And knn, k-nearest neighbor algorithm
is used to classify multiclass subgenus of “Iris” data set. The
quality metric in these classifiers is the classification accuracy
on test datasets relative to the real classification results, which
is consistent with previous works [9].

3) Performance Metrics: We evaluated ApproxFTL using
five metrics, average read response time, average write
response time, wearing, total energy consumption, write ampli-
fication, and quality metric. The average read/write response
time is a good metric for estimating ApproxFTL performance.
And, the efficacy of the proposed scheme is also evaluated-
based the wearing for each FTL, which specifies the lifetime
improvement under different FTLs, i.e., the wearing is more
severe, then the lifetime of flash memory will be shorter.
The total energy consumption measure is used to evaluate
the impact of FTLs on energy consumption. All operations
in flash-based SSD consume energy. For example, given that
the time consumption of one flash erase operation is 3.5 ms,

Fig. 5. Normalized write performance.

whereas the supplying voltage is 3.3 V and the erase current
is 25 mA as listed in Table I, one erase operation in flash
consumes 288.75 μJ. The write amplification metric is used
to evaluate the impact of GC on internal writes. The quality
metric is evaluated based on quality degradation to demon-
strate the effect of approximate storage on application-specific
quality loss.

4) Schemes for Comparison: In the experiments, we imple-
mented and compared the following schemes.

1) Baseline: This is the scheme that implements the
traditional page-mapping FTL [51]. The baseline adopts
sequential write order when programming data in the
active block, and programs all the pages using tra-
ditional precise writes, i.e., t_PROG=700, t_R=45,
t_BERS=3500 [52]. It does not exploit the error
resilience in modern applications.

2) Delta_b: This is the scheme that implements the sim-
ple approximate write [9]. It uses a larger �Vpp that
is 1.5× of the baseline, and assumes page writes from
upper level are tagged so the FTL knows if it needs
approximate write or precise write. The RBER jumps to
7.2×10−4 from the baseline.

3) Vth_b: This is the scheme that implements our
Vmax_th-reduced approximate write. The Vmax_th is
around 62% of the baseline. The RBER jumps to
7.2×10−4 from the baseline.

4) ApproxFTL: This scheme is built on top of Vth_b.
It integrates three enhancements in FTL to maximize
disturbance mitigation.

B. Write Response Time Comparison

Fig. 5 compares the write response time from different
schemes. The results were normalized to Baseline. From
the figure, ApproxFTL reduces the average write response
time by 45.64% over Baseline. The write performance
improvement comes from: 1) due to the reduction of ISPP
steps in ApproxFTL, Delta_b and Vth_b, the response
time of approximate write is reduced and 2) due to reduced
disturbance, programming a precise page takes less time if
it is mapped to Bactive

approxPhase2 and Bactive
chb . In summary,

ApproxFTL achieves the largest reduction, i.e., 46.67%, in
vid, and the smallest reduction, i.e., 5.15%, in smm.

To fully understand the write performance improvement in
ApproxFTL, Fig. 6 reports the cumulative distribution of
different active block instances. We ignore Bactive

approxPhase1
as it is an intermediate state, which gets converted to
either Bactive

approxPhase2 or Bactive
allApprox. Since writing pages in

Bactive
precise is the same as the baseline, the more the pages are
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Fig. 6. Cumulative distribution of block instances in ApproxFTL.

Fig. 7. Normalized read performance.

(a) (b)

Fig. 8. CDF of request latency. (a) Normalized write latency. (b) Normalized
read latency.

mapped to this type of active blocks, e.g., smm, the smaller
improvement the write performance has.

Bactive
chb has a small percentage in all applications except lu.

This is because two-phase interleaving (i.e., Bactive
approxPhases2)

has better performance and thus we prioritize two-phase inter-
leaving. Since all pages in Bactive

allApprox are written using fast
approximate-write, a large percentage of Bactive

allApprox, e.g, fft,
tends to have better performance.

C. Read Response Time Comparison

Fig. 7 compares the read response time from different
schemes, with the results normalized to Baseline. From
the figure, ApproxFTL achieves 41.38% read response time
reduction compared to Baseline. The improvement comes
mainly from the reduction in read waiting time—approximate
writes are faster so that the read operations wait shorter amount
of time before being serviced.

The workload mc has negligible improvement because it
only has a small read over write ratio, which means reducing
write time has little impact on read waiting time.

Fig. 8 compares the cumulative distribution of different
response time in servicing write and read requests, respec-
tively, from workload img when adopting ApproxFTL and
Baseline. We normalized the results to the worse write
and read response time in Baseline, respectively. From the
figure, more requests are serviced quicker in ApproxFTL
than they are in Baseline. For example, the largest write

Fig. 9. Energy consumption comparison.

Fig. 10. Comparing chip lifetime.

response time in ApproxFTL is about 60.50% of that in
Baseline.

Given an x-axis value, e.g., 0.269 or 26.9% of the longest
latency in Baseline, we observed that about 61% (dot A)
and 17% (dot B) of write requests are serviced with quicker
than this time when using ApproxFTL and Baseline,
respectively.

D. Energy Consumption Comparison

We next compared the energy consumption when adopt-
ing different schemes. We adopted the energy model from
Hu et al. [53] to calculate the total energy consumption of
the flash-based SSD and a typical 128 MB DRAM buffer
inside the flash module. We model all three basic operations,
read/write/erase in flash. Fig. 9 summarizes the normal-
ized results over Baseline. From the figure, on average,
ApproxFTL achieves 24.5%, 10.3%, and 8.2% improvements
over Baseline, Delta_b, and Vth_b, respectively.

The large energy consumption reduction comes from two
sources: 1) page reads and writes in ApproxFTL have shorter
access latencies than they are in other schemes, and thus con-
sume less energy and 2) Vth_b and ApproxFTL reduce the
maximal threshold voltage when programming approximate
pages such that each write consumes less energy than that in
Baseline.
ApproxFTL achieves the greatest energy consumption

reduction over Baseline in lu, i.e., 26.8%, and the smallest
in smm, i.e., 9.9%.

E. Lifetime Comparison

We next compared the chip lifetime when adopting different
schemes and summarized the results in Fig. 10. The results
were normalized to Baseline. On average, ApproxFTL
achieves about 5.75% chip lifetime improvement over the
baseline.
ApproxFTL extends chip lifetime mainly because it uses

a reduced erase voltage when erasing the blocks that only
save approximate pages. The more Bused

approxPhase2 blocks the
workload has, the large the lifetime improvement is. Since
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Fig. 11. Write amplification for each benchmark.

Fig. 12. Quality degradation for each benchmark.

all approximate pages in the Vth_b scheme are in sepa-
rate blocks, it shows slightly better lifetime improvement than
ApproxFTL.

F. Impact on Write Amplification

Approximate and precise data may be mixed in one block,
e.g., Bactive

chb or Bactive
approxPhases2, we should evaluate the

impact of the proposed FTL on the GC performance. In this
experiment, the flash memory storage will be filled with uni-
form random workloads before each simulation, so that GC
and write amplification may be triggered for evaluation, and
we will provide evaluation on how different writing schemes
affect the write amplification of the flash storage.

Fig. 11 compares the GC-induced write amplification in dif-
ferent schemes. Delta_b and Vth_b does not take hot/cold
separation into consideration, and thus have the comparable
write amplification quality as that in baseline. From the
figure, ApproxFTL reduce the average write amplification
by 6.64% over baseline. The write amplification reduction
comes from the following.

1) Approximate data in scientific computing applications
are more likely to be hot [54], and hot precise data will
be allocated to Bactive

chb or Bactive
approxPhases2 blocks, thus

we can expect that the victim hot GC block will be filled
with invalid pages soon and it can be reclaimed with low
overhead.

2) Separating hot write data into the hot pool in img and
vid will largely reduce the overhead of GC.

G. Impact on Quality

In the last experiment, we evaluated the quality of the out-
put. Due to the limitation of our simulator, we can only plug in
error simulating approximate-write introduced data inaccuracy
in a subset of applications.

Fig. 12 summarizes the normalized output quality from
ApproxFTL. We used application-specific quality metrics
that are widely in approximate computing research. Delta_b
and Vth_b use the same RBER in relaxing approximate
writes, and thus have the comparable output quality as that
in ApproxFTL.

From the figure, we observed negligible reduction of output
quality. There are three reasons as follows.

1) Occasional errors for noncritical data show negligible
impact on quality loss, since these applications have the
inherent error resilience.

2) In implementing the approximate write, ApproxFTL
chooses conservative parameters such that approximate
pages accumulates small number of errors, even we map
precise pages to their neighbors.

3) We employ approximate page promotion policy so that
the system prevents approximate pages from unbounded
error-prone approximate writes.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed ApproxFTL, an approximate-
write aware FTL design for 3-D NAND flash memory stor-
age systems. By reducing the maximal threshold voltage,
we implement approximate write with significantly program
disturbance reduction to neighboring pages.

Based on the tight correlation between reliability and
performance, we devised pattern-guide page allocation design
that prioritizes the interleaving of approximate and precise
pages in LPN-to-PPN mapping. We then enhance wear level-
ing and GC policies in FTL to take advantage of the mitigated
program disturbance in approximate write. Our experimen-
tal results show that ApproxFTL, while preserving high data
quality, improves the read and write response time of flash
accesses by 41.38% and 45.64% on average, respectively, and
extends the lifetime of 3-D flash-based SSDs by 5.75% when
comparing to the state-of-the-art.
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